IAA 2017: The Digitalization of Light Can Be Experienced Live

- HELLA brings Liquid Crystal Displays (LCD) into the front light
- A resolution of 30,000 pixels blazes a new trail in automotive light technology

Lippstadt, September 12, 2017. New generations of headlights are intelligent, high-resolution and multi-functional. The light sources in the headlight can be individually activated. Digitalization is thus now being used in automotive lighting technology. The lights and electronics expert HELLA continues to drive this forward. As part of a research project, the company has developed a headlight based on a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) together with project partners and has integrated the technology into a vehicle for the first time. Starting in 2020, Liquid Crystal HD technology will be used in serial production. The headlight prototype can be seen in action at the HELLA fair stand at the IAA in the „New Mobility World“ (Hall 3.1, booth B31).

In this so-called LCD headlight, LED light is directed through a display made of liquid crystals. The crystals are switchable – this makes it possible to change the polarization direction of the light. The prototype of the headlight developed as part of the research project projects up to 30,000 pixels onto the road. The headlight is therefore superior to already established premium products with respect to resolution. With respect to perspective, HELLA wants to expand the number of light points to approximately 50,000.

LCD technology has decisive advantages not only with respect to resolution, but also with regard to functionalities. The headlight thus masters driving situations intelligently, continuously and in a targeted fashion, and optimally adapts the distribution of light to the respective traffic, weather and road conditions. LCD technology also enables highly complex functions that increase both the safety and comfort of the drivers and which will be relevant for autonomous driving. These include, for instance, pedestrian markings, the depiction of protection zones for cyclists, warnings, navigation symbols or the display of the ideal driving path. Visitors can already experience these functions live at the HELLA fair stand at the IAA.
Visit HELLA at the IAA from September 12th to 17th, 2017 and experience the technologies of tomorrow in Hall 3.1, booth B31.

Please note:
This text and corresponding photo material can also be found in our press database at: www.hella.com/press

HELLA KGaA Hueck & Co., Lippstadt: HELLA is a family-owned, listed company operating on the international stage and currently employing approximately 38,000 members of staff at more than 125 locations in about 35 countries around the world. The HELLA Group develops and manufactures lighting technology and electronics products for the automotive industry and also has one of the largest retail organisations for automotive parts, accessories, diagnostics, and services within Europe. With nearly 7,000 people working in research and development, HELLA is one of the most important innovation drivers on the market. In addition, the HELLA Group is one of the top 40 automotive suppliers in the world and one of the 100 largest German industrial companies. It achieved sales of approx. € 6.6 billion in the fiscal year 2016/2017.
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